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Abstract: This article investigates an adaptive tracking control problem for a six degrees of free-
dom (6-DOF) nonlinear quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with a variable payload mass.
The changing payload introduces time-varying parametric uncertainties into the dynamical model,
rendering a static control strategy no longer effective. To handle this issue, two adaptive schemes
are developed to maintain the uncertainties in the translational and rotational dynamics. Initially, a
virtual proportional derivative (PD) is designed to stabilize the horizontal position; however, due to
an unknown and time-varying mass, an adaptive controller is proposed to generate the total thrust
of the UAV. Furthermore, an adaptive controller is designed for the rotational dynamics, to handle
parametric uncertainties, such as inertia and external disturbance parameters. In both schemes, a
standard adaptive scheme using the certainty equivalence principle is extended and designed. A
stability analysis was conducted with rigorous analytical proofs to show the performance of our
proposed controllers, and simulations were implemented to assess the performance against other
existing methods. Tracking fitness and total control efforts were calculated and compared with
closed-loop adaptive tracking control (CLATC) and adaptive sliding mode control (ASMC). The
results indicated that the proposed design better maintained UAV stability.

Keywords: quadrotor; unmanned aerial vehicle; 6-DOF; certainty equivalence principle; uncertain
parameter; adaptive control

1. Introduction
1.1. Literature Review

In recent years, many research and development projects have been conducted utiliz-
ing autonomous and semi-autonomous systems in extreme environments. More specifically,
UAVs have been used to assist humans in many fields for hazardous or time-consuming
missions such as volcano monitoring, geographical photography, radiation mapping, nu-
clear decommissioning, precision agriculture, and other creative industries [1–3]. From
the viewpoint of control engineers, applications of autonomous UAVs operated as single
or multiple agents in a particular connected network environment are one of the most
attractive research topics [4]. In [5], the control problems of an unmanned aerial system for
both single and multiple UAVs were formulated as a cyber-physical system, and various
control approaches and their design challenges were reviewed. As a result, numerous
control strategies have been investigated and implemented to enhance UAV performance,
particularly in challenging applications.

A quadrotor-type UAV is a small flying robot actuated and propelled by four individ-
ual rotors on an X-shaped frame arrangement. These four rotors are used to control six
highly-coupled states—three orthogonal translational states, and three orientation states. In
this situation, a quadrotor (herein referred to as just a ‘UAV’) is an under-actuated system,
as it has only four individual rotors to control six positional degrees of freedom.
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One of the challenging issues in developing a controller for a fully autonomous UAV is
to enable operation over its full flight envelope, encompassing nonlinear dynamic behavior.
In an idealized case, all parameters would be known and all states measured, allowing full-
feedback linearization control design methods to be used [6,7]. In many real applications,
however, all states cannot be directly measured and parameters are not always fully defined
to apply these strategies, hence output-only feedback approaches are often used [8].

The control problem is further complicated for a UAV with a variable payload. This
situation causes parameters such as the mass and inertia of the entire UAV system to vary
with time. It might not be possible to fully quantify the range of variation in advance,
hence any controller design must be robust to unexpected changes in system properties,
in addition to rejecting normal external state disturbances, such as wind gusts. In gen-
eral, there are two prominent approaches to dealing with this issue—robust control and
adaptive control.

A robust control approach is to design a feedback controller that treats the nonlinear
and time-varying properties as uncertainties. A controller is proposed that can guarantee
the stability of a closed-loop system within a range of these uncertainties. A disadvantage
of this method is that the bound of uncertainty is required as prior information when
designing the controller. Such bounded uncertainty robust control designs have been
applied for both single UAV cases [9–11], and for multiple collaborative settings [12,13].
Sliding mode control (SMC) is one of the most popular robust control approaches, with
implementations applied to UAVs in various settings [14,15]. One of the common issues
in SMC is the existence of ‘chattering’ on the sliding surface, which can degrade the
performance of the controller. Some methods were proposed to reduce this chattering
issue [16,17]. It is worth noting that the above results were developed for UAVs with
partially unknown parameters. Another research direction for designing an effective
nonlinear SMC for UAVs considers a ’finite-time’ design using fractional-order controllers.
For example, in [18] a finite-time adaptive super-twisting sliding mode controller was
designed for fast convergence of the attitude and altitude control of a quadrotor UAV. In
addition, a fractional-order integrator with a feedback derivative scheme was designed
in [19] to control each state of a quadrotor system.

The second major approach is adaptive control. This approach is very useful when
considering system dynamics with unknown parameters. The certainty equivalence princi-
ple is a common idea used to develop an adaptive approach, whereby nonlinear effects
containing unknown parameters are canceled by estimating the unknown part. The esti-
mated parameter can be generated using an adaptation law derived from a Lyapunov-like
function [5].

Model reference adaptive control (MRAC) is a popular scheme used to estimate
the unknown parameters of nonlinear dynamics [20]. A reference model is used as a
state predictor and continuously compared to the measured states to estimate unknown
parameters. Some interesting results using adaptive control method can be found in [21–23]
under single agent settings, and in [24–27] under collaborative settings in a connected
network environment.

Another typical adaptive method for handling the unknown parameter is the intelligent
computation approach. For example, a genetic algorithm was developed for a robot manipu-
lator [28], and a neural network was trained to handle the unknown parameter in [10] for a
single agent setting, and in [29,30] for collaborative settings. More recent intelligent computa-
tion approaches for UAVs have used reinforcement learning techniques and algorithms [31].
Such methods, especially implemented for onboard and online estimation, however, have
two limitations. The first is that tracking control is not asymptotically achieved but includes
residual error caused by the mismatch of the actual value of the nonlinear term containing
the unknown parameter and its approximation. The second issue is that the intelligent com-
putation method has high algorithmic complexity, consequently requiring a computational
power not often associated with embedded UAV flight control systems.
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Further to dynamic uncertainties and external disturbances, another challenge in
controlling drones is satisfying the practical constraints existing during flight time. For
example, in dynamic environments, avoiding time-varying obstacles in real-time imposes a
large computational burden on either the control or navigation algorithms, depending on
how the problem is formulated [32]. Detecting objects in real time usually needs advanced
sensors such as LiDAR and ultrasonic, integrating the data collected from these sensors
with path planning algorithms. Based on this information, the path planning algorithm
decides potential waypoints to include during its path generation. Sensor measurement
noise and the ability of the drone to follow the waypoints add some level of uncertainty to
the generated trajectories. This is in addition to the uncertainties generated by wind gusts.
Therefore, designing a closed-loop control system that can enhance the maneuverability
of the quad and track the trajectories designed by the planner in real time is of crucial
importance. Although the current controller can reject the effect of external disturbances
and uncertainties effectively, it does not perform well when the drone moves close to
its dynamic boundaries or singularities. Some control-theory-based techniques such as
MPC have been introduced with respect to these design constraints; however, they are
limited to linear systems, without effective consideration of uncertainties and external
disturbances [32].

1.2. Research Gap and Motivation

To avoid the issues of implementing intelligent adaptive techniques for computing
constrained UAV robotic platforms, two adaptive tracking controllers were recently de-
veloped by extending classic adaptive control techniques [33,34]. Although the proposed
algorithms in [33,34] could accurately estimate the unknown inertia parameters of the UAV
in real time with low computational complexity and a low control effort, it was assumed
that the mass of the UAV was a known parameter. Nevertheless, in many practical UAV
systems, the mass and inertial parameters of the system are time-varying and unknown,
due to constant changes in the payload. Therefore, the main motivation behind this study
was to extend this previous work by assuming that both the mass and inertia parameters of
the vehicle are unknown and piece-wise constant for the feedback control design. Since
these unknown parameters appear in the control input structure, as well as both trans-
lational and attitude dynamics as a separate nonlinear term, the system is in the class of
an unknown control gain. Moreover, the control problem is further complicated due to
the presence of external disturbances with unknown magnitude. Therefore, in the current
study, unlike in previous works, it is assumed that all parameters of the UAV and external
disturbances are fully unknown to the feedback controller.

1.3. Contribution and Paper Structure

This paper introduces a novel robust adaptive approach based on a 6 DOF dynamic
model of a quadrotor, incorporating both kinematics and dynamics. Unlike other techniques
proposed in the literature, the method assumes that all parameters of the robot are not
only unknown but also subject to time-varying changes, characterized by piece-wise
constant variations. Moreover, compared to the classical adaptive techniques, external
disturbances with unknown amplitude are introduced into the attitude dynamic. The
adaptive tracking controller proposed for the inner loop, unlike the adaptive sliding mode
techniques proposed in the literature, has no chattering issues and is energy efficient at
the same time, avoiding large control efforts. As a result, the main contribution of this
paper is to design two adaptive tracking control schemes for both the translational and
attitude dynamics of a nonlinear quadrotor with full parametric uncertainties and subject
to time-varying disturbances with unknown amplitude. This required a stability analysis
of both the inner and outer loops of the designed control system. Following the literature
review, it can be inferred that one of the main limitations of the current design is the lack
of direct consideration of the robot and environmental constraints in the design process.
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For example, the UAV singularities, the actuators’ saturation, and environmental obstacles
could be all important factors in designing an effective control system for future work.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a dynamical model of the
UAV. The tracking control design along with a stability analysis of both the translational
and attitude dynamics of the UAV is developed in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed design through a series of numerical analyses and simulation
results. Finally, Section 5 provides a summary of the paper and offers insights into potential
avenues for future research.

2. Dynamic Model of a UAV

Consider a 6-DOF dynamic model of a quadrotor UAV represented by translational
dynamics (1) and rotational dynamics (2) [33]

η̈1 = −gze + J1(η2)ze
u
m

, (1)

ν̇2 = I−1
M (−(ν2 × IMν2) + τ), (2)

where g and m are gravitational acceleration and mass, respectively. Vector η1 = [x y z]⊺

is the inertial position of the quadrotor composed of forward (x), lateral (y), and vertical
(z) motions. Moreover, ν2 = [p q r]⊺ is the body frame angular velocity. We assume the
UAV has four control inputs, where u is the translational thrust force in the body vertical
direction and τ =

[
τp τq τr

]⊺ are the torques acting around the body rotational axes. Matrix
IM = diag

[
Ix Iy Iz

]
is an inertia matrix and ze = [0 0 1]⊺ is the unitary vector in the

z direction. Although this study considers the quadrotor kinematics in the design, for
simplicity of derivation, the attitude controller is designed in the local coordinate system
and assumes zero cross-inertial terms. It is assumed that the position of the quadrotor can
be measured using a set of external cameras configured as a positioning system. If this
is not a feasible approach, however, SLAM-based technique can be used to estimate the
quadrotor states.

The states of the UAV are represented as

η =

[
η1
η2

]
, ν =

[
ν1
ν2

]
,

where η1 = [x y z]⊺ is the inertial position of the quadrotor composed of forward (x),
lateral (y), and vertical (z) motions; η2 = [ϕ θ ψ]⊺ is the attitude represented by three Euler
angles, roll (ϕ), pitch (θ), and yaw (ψ), also relative to the inertial frame; ν1 = [u v w]⊺

is the body frame linear velocity; and ν2 = [p q r]⊺ is the body frame angular velocity.
There is tight coupling between the body and inertial frames expressed by the following
transformations (3) and (4),

η̇1 = J1(η2)ν1 (3)

η̇2 = J2(η2)ν2 (4)

where the rotation matrices are expanded as

J1(η2) =

cos θ cos ψ sin ϕ sin θ cos ψ − cos ϕ sin ψ cos ϕ sin θ cos ψ + sin ϕ sin ψ
cos θ sin ψ sin ϕ sin θ sin ψ + cos ϕ cos ψ cos ϕ sin θ sin ψ − sin ϕ cos ψ
− sin θ sin ϕ cos θ cos ϕ cos θ


J2(η2) =

1 sin ϕ tan θ cos ϕ tan θ
0 cos ϕ − sin ϕ

0 sin ϕ
cos θ

cos ϕ
cos θ

.

Both ϕ and θ are constrained between −π
2 and −π

2 . Therefore, cos ϕ and cos θ are
always non-zero. The coordinate frames are depicted in Figure 1. This UAV exhibits
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symmetry with respect to both the x and y axes, indicating that the center of gravity is
located at the center of the UAV.

Figure 1. Earth and body-fixed reference frame of the UAV.

For a position stabilizing controller, the six inertial states, η, must be controlled with
the set of four inputs (u, τp, τq, τr); hence, this system is classically considered as under-
actuated. In this study, the UAV is considered to have a variable payload mass. As a result,
the total mass and inertial parameters of the system model will also vary. The mass of the
UAV is assumed to be a piecewise function with unknown magnitude for the feedback
control design.

For convenience, we can rewrite the attitude dynamic in (2) with an additional external
disturbance in the linearly parameterized form as

ν̇2 = w1 f (ν2) + w2ζ + w3τ, (5)

where
w1 = diag

[
Iy−Iz

Ix
Iz−Ix

Iy

Ix−Iy
Iz

]
w3 = I−1

M
f (ν2) =

[
qr pr pq

]T .

(6)

Within (5), w2ζ(t) is a time-varying external disturbance acting on the body frame, where
w2 is an unknown diagonal magnitude matrix and ζ(t) is a known function. This is fully
defined during the simulation setup (37). The inertia Ix(t), Iy(t), and Iz(t) parameters
are also piecewise constant functions linked to the changing payload mass or position.
Other unknown parameters, i.e., w1 and w3 are defined according to (6) and f (ν2) is a
known function.

3. Proposed Control Design

The challenge being addressed is to design a stabilizing control system for the under-
actuated and tightly coupled translational and attitude inertial states of a UAV. All param-
eters in the dynamic model are considered to be unknown time-varying parametric. We
propose a nested control strategy for trajectory tracking of the quadrotor states. A virtual
PD controller combined with an adaptive scheme is proposed to handle the translational
position tracking the unknown time-varying mass in the outer loop. An adaptive control
scheme is proposed to control the attitude dynamic in the presence of uncertain inertia
and external disturbance parameters on the inner loop. The classical adaptive control
approach using the certainty equivalence principle is extended to handle the multiple
uncertainties. In this scheme, stability can be guaranteed even if the estimated parameters
do not converge on the actual value.
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3.1. Translational Control Design

The tracking controller for the translational dynamic can be designed by first defining
the tracking error of the system as

η̃1 = η1 − η1d , (7)

where η̃1 and η1d are the error vector position and the desired vector position, respectively.
The double integrator dynamics of (7) can then be written as

¨̃η1 = −KD ˙̃η1 − KPη̃1. (8)

By selecting KP and KD to be positive definite matrices, the system dynamics Equation (8)
satisfies the Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion by having limt→∞ η̃1(t) = 0. The dynamics
in Equation (8) can be expanded as

η̈1 = η̈1d − KD(η̇1 − η̇1d)− KP(η1 − η1d). (9)

We define a virtual control input U = η̈1 =
[
U1 U2 U3

]T . Rearranging (1), we
can generate

u
m

ze = J−1
1 (η2)(U + gze). (10)

By expanding (10), we have

U1 cos θ cos ψ + U2 cos θ sin ψ − (U3 + g) sin θ = 0, (11)

U1(sin ϕ sin θ cos ψ − cos ϕ sin ψ) + U2(sin ϕ sin θ sin ψ + cos ϕ cos ψ)

+(U3 + g) sin ϕ cos θ = 0, (12)

U1(cos ϕ sin θ cos ψ + sin ϕ sin ψ) + U2(cos ϕ sin θ

sin ψ − sin ϕ cos ψ) + (U3 + g) cos ϕ cos θ =
u
m

. (13)

With the assumption that cos θ ̸= 0, we can generate the pitch rotation from (11) as

θ = arctan
(

U1 cos ψ + U2 sin ψ

U3 + g

)
. (14)

Squaring both sides of (10) yields

(
u
m

ze)
T(

u
m

ze) =

(
J−1
1 (η2)(U + gze)

)T(
J−1
1 (η2)(U + gze)

)
=

(
U + gze

)T(
U + gze

)
. (15)

As a result

u
m

=
√

U2
1 + U2

2 + (U3 + g)2 (16)

From (12) and (13), we have

u
m

sin ϕ = U1 sin ψ − U2 cos ψ (17)

By substituting (16) to (17), the roll rotation can be derived as rotation as

ϕ = arcsin
(

U1 sin ψ − U2 cos ψ√
U2

1 + U2
2 + (U3 + g)2

)
. (18)
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By following a similar method, we can compute

ϕd = arcsin
(

U1 sin ψd − U2 cos ψd√
U2

1 + U2
2 + (U3 + g)2

)

θd = arctan
(

U1 cos ψd + U2 sin ψd
U3 + g

))
, (19)

where ϕd and θd, and ud are the desired ϕ and θ, respectively.
From (1), we have

z̈ = −g + m−1 cos ϕ cos θu. (20)

The tracking dynamics error of z can be written as

ëzd = −g + m−1 cos ϕ cos θu − z̈d, (21)

where zd is the desired trajectory of z and ezd = z − zd.
Let us denote ϵ1 = ezd and ϵ2 = ėzd , then we can rewrite (21) as

ϵ̇ = Aϵϵ + ge + g1 + g2m−1u (22)

where

ϵ =

[
ϵ1
ϵ2

]
, Aξ =

[
0 1
0 0

]
, ge =

[
0

−z̈d

]
g1 =

[
0
−g

]
, g2 =

[
0

cos ϕ cos θ

]
.

The tracking control of translational dynamics is deemed to be successful if

lim
t→∞

ϵ = 0. (23)

To achieve the objective stated in Equation (23), an adaptive scheme is designed as
presented in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (Translational controller). Consider the translational dynamics of z (20). The tracking
control is asymptotically achieved by proposing the following controller:

u = −kaϵ1 − kbϵ2 + m̂(cos ϕ cos θ)−1(g + z̈d), (24)

where m̂ is generated using the following adaptation law:

˙̂m = γϵϵT Pm(ge + g1), (25)

for some positive constants γϵ > 0, ka, and kb such that Am =

[
0 1

−m−1ka −m−1kb

]
is Hur-

witz and
Pm Am + AT

mPm = −Q < 0,

where Pm ∈ R3×3 is the solution of a Lyapunov function.

Proof. The dynamics error of the closed-loop system (22) under the controller (24) can be
written as

ϵ̇ = Amϵ + (1 − m−1m̂)(ge + g1). (26)

The mass of a UAV is always a positive integer. Then, it is easy to see that Am is Hurwitz
for any positive ka and kb.
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The Lyapunov function of (26) is selected to be

Vϵ,m̃ = ϵT Pmϵ +
m̃2

mγϵ
, (27)

where m̃ = m̂ − m.
The time-derivative of the Lyapunov function (27) can be calculated as follows:

V̇ϵ,m̃ = ϵT Pm ϵ̇ + ϵ̇T Pmϵ +
2 ˙̂mm̃
mγϵ

= ϵT Pm(Amϵ + (1 − m−1m̂)(ge + g1)) + (Amϵ + (1 − m−1m̂)(ge + g1))
T Pmϵ

+
2 ˙̂mm̃
mγϵ

= ϵT(Pm Am + AT
mPm)ϵ + 2(1 − m−1(m̃ + m))ϵT Pm(ge + g1) +

2 ˙̂mm̃
mγϵ

= −ϵTQϵ − 2m−1m̃ϵT Pm(ge + g1) +
2 ˙̂mm̃
mγϵ

= −eT
ξ Qeξ . (28)

From (25) and (26), we can see that ϵ and m̃ are bounded. The second time-derivative
of (27) is computed to show the convergence of the tracking dynamics error to zero
as follows:

V̈ϵ,m̃ = −2ϵTQϵ̇. (29)

It follows from (26) that ϵ is uniformly bounded, and hence V̈ϵ,m̃ is bounded. This implies
that V̇ξ(eξ , m̃) is uniformly continuous. Using Barbalat’s Lemma, ϵ converges to zero as
t → ∞.This implies limt→∞ z(t)− zd(t) = 0. The proof is thus completed.

3.2. Attitude Control Design

In this section, the main contribution of this paper is explained. The presence of uncer-
tain parameters in the attitude dynamics presents a challenging control problem. To solve
this issue, an adaptive tracking control is extended to handle fully unknown parameters.

We define the desired trajectory as ν2d =
[
pd qd rd

]T . The trajectory error can be
calculated using eν2 = ν2 − ν2d . Therefore, the tracking dynamics error can be written as

ėν2 = w1 f (ν2) + w2ζ + w3τ − ν̇2d . (30)

The main objective of the tracking control is

lim
t→∞

eν2(t) = 0. (31)

We also denote the following structures of the system model:

E = diag(eν2), F(ν2) = diag( f (ν2))

Z = diag(ζ), ν̇2d
= diag(ν̇2d).

The unknown matrices of w1, w2, and w3 are estimated using ŵ1, ŵ2, and ŵ3, respectively,
where w̃1 = ŵ1 − w1, w̃2 = ŵ2 − w2, and w̃3 = ŵ3 − w−1

3 .

Theorem 2 (Rotational controller). Consider the attitude dynamic Equation (5). The objective of
tracking control (31) is achieved by proposing the following controller:

τ = −ŵ3
(
Keν2 + ŵ1 f (ν2) + ŵ2ζ − ν̇2d

)
, (32)
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where ŵ1, ŵ2, and ŵ3 are updated using the following adaptation laws

˙̂w1 = Γ1F(ν2)E,
˙̂w2 = Γ2ZE,
˙̂w3 = Γ3E(KE + ŵ1F(ν2) + ŵ2Z − ν̇2d

), (33)

for some selection of positive definite Γ1, Γ2, Γ3, and K.

Proof. The dynamics error of a closed-loop system using Equations (5), (32) and (33) can
be written as

ėν2 = w1 f (ν2) + w2ζ − ν̇2d − w3ŵ3(Ke + ŵ1 f (ν2) + ŵ2ζ − ν̇2d)

= w1 f (ν2) + w2ζ − ν̇2d − w3(w̃3 + w−1
3 )

(
Keν2 + ŵ1 f (ν2) + ŵ2ζ − ν̇2d

)
= −Keν2 − w̃1 f (ν2)− w̃2ζ − w3w̃3

(
Keν2 + ŵ1 f (ν2) + ŵ2ζ − ν̇2d

)
. (34)

We select the Lyapunov function for Equation (34) to be

Veν2 ,w̃1,w̃2,w̃3 =
1
2

eT
ν2

eν2 + tr
(1

2
Γ−1

1 w̃2
1 +

1
2

Γ−1
2 w̃2

2 +
1
2

Γ−1
3 w3w̃2

3

)
. (35)

The time-derivative of (35) can generated by performing the following direct calculation:

V̇eν2 ,w̃1,w̃2,w̃3 = eT
ν2

ėν2 + tr
(

Γ−1
1 w̃1 ˙̂w1 + Γ−1

2 w̃2 ˙̂w2 + Γ−1
3 w3w̃3 ˙̂w3

)
= eT

ν2

(
− Keν2 − w̃1 f (ν2)− w̃2ζ − w3w̃3

(
Keν2 + ŵ1 f (ν2) + ŵ2ζ − ν̇2d

))
+ tr

(
Γ−1

1 w̃1 ˙̂w1 + Γ−1
2 w̃2 ˙̂w2 + Γ−1

3 w3w̃3 ˙̂w3

)
= −eT

ν2
Keν2 + eT

ν2

(
− w̃1 f (ν2)− w̃2ζ − w3w̃3

(
Keν2 + ŵ1 f (ν2) + ŵ2ζ − ν̇2d

))
+ tr

(
Γ−1

1 w̃1 ˙̂w1 + Γ−1
2 w̃2 ˙̂w2 + Γ−1

3 w3w̃3 ˙̂w3

)
= −eT

ν2
Keν2 + tr

(
Γ−1

1 w̃1 ˙̂w1 + Γ−1
2 w̃2 ˙̂w2 + Γ−1

3 w3w̃3 ˙̂w3 − w̃1F(ν2)E − w̃2ZE

− w3w̃3E
(

KE + ŵ1F(ν2) + ŵ2Z − ν̇2d

)
≤ −eT

ν2
Keν2 .

From (33) and (34), we can see that eν2 , w̃1, w̃2, and w̃3 are bounded. To show that the
tracking error eν2 is driven asymptotically to zero, we calculate the second time-derivative
of the Lyapunov function Veν2 ,w̃1,w̃2,w̃3 as

V̈eν2 ,w̃1,w̃2,w̃3 ≤ −2eT
ν2

Kėν2 . (36)

It is shown from (34) that eν2 is uniformly bounded, and hence V̈eν2 ,w̃1,w̃2,w̃3 is bounded. This
implies that V̇eν2 ,w̃1,w̃2,w̃3 is uniformly continuous. Using Barbalat’s Lemma, limt→∞ eν2(t) = 0.
This completes the proof.

It can be observed from the above formulation that the convergence of the estimation
error of w̃1, w̃2 and w̃3 fully relies on eν2(t). The values of tr( ˙̂wT

1 w̃1), tr( ˙̂wT
2 w̃2) and tr( ˙̂wT

3 w̃3)
are not always negative; hence, the adaptation law (33) will always update itself, even it
reaches the actual value of the unknown parameter. Conversely, updating will cease if
eν2(t) converges to zero. This means tracking control is asymptotically achieved, and even
estimated parameters do not converge to the actual values.
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4. Simulation Results

The proposed strategy of a combined PD and adaptive control was assessed against
other control design methods (closed-loop adaptive tracking control (CLATC) and adaptive
sliding mode control (ASMC)) using a numerical simulation based upon a small UAV with
initial parameters as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The parameters of the quadcopter.

Parameter Name Notation Value

Mass m 2.33 kg
Gravity acceleration g 9.8 m/s2

Inertia of x-axis Ix 0.16 kg·m2

Inertia of y-axis Iy 0.16 kg·m2

Inertia of z-axis Iz 0.32 kg·m2

The gains of the PD controller were set as KP = KD = 500I3, where I3 ∈ R3×3 was an
identity matrix, thereby decoupling the control into parallel SISO systems. The adaptive
scheme for transnational dynamics was designed according to Theorem 1 with the gains
selected as follows:

ka = 500, kb = 500, γϵ = 100, Pm = I2.

The gains of the rotational motion control, designed according to Theorem 2, were
selected to be

K = 1000I3, Γ1 = 104 I3, Γ2 = 5 × 104 I3, Γ3 = 104 I3.

The ‘unknown’ external disturbance was defined by

w2 = diag(
[
0.2 0.4 0.1

]
), ζ =

[
sin(t) sin(t) cos(t)

]T , (37)

where the matrix w2 was a piecewise constant function with elements increasing by 50%
every two seconds. To represent the UAV picking up a payload, all inertia parameters and
mass were increased 50% via a step function at t = 4 s.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes and compare the results with
previous works, we used (1)–(4) for numerical analysis of the system states. This in-
cluded x, y, and z as the states of the outer loop, and roll (ϕ), pitch (θ), and yaw (ψ), and
their derivatives in the body frame (p, q, r). The controller was designed and simulated
using Equations (24) and (32) for the altitude and attitude control, respectively. It was
assumed that the UAV was starting with zero initial conditions for all states, which was
interpreted as a static position and level orientation. All simulations were conducted in
MATLAB/Simulink (2021b) environments with a small fixed step size of 2 × 10−5 s.

A variety of state trajectory and parameter adaptation results are illustrated in
Figures 2–11. Each simulation was run for 6 s, which was sufficient to allow settling
of transients. The adaptive controller was able to drive all states of the UAV to follow
the desired trajectory plot, as depicted in Figure 7. To compare the performance of our
controller, we implemented two comparable methods, CLATC [34] and ASMC [35], under
the same simulation setup and implementation framework.

The translation motion (Figure 4) showed accurate tracking, with results comparable
to the other methods. The mass transition at t = 4 s showed very little disturbance because,
as can be seen in Figure 5, the thrust control input u rapidly adapted to a new flight
equilibrium, within 0.02 s. Comparing the control input trajectories, the new method was
similar to CLATC and avoided the high-frequency oscillatory nature of ASMC. Although
there were high-frequency and high-magnitude control values during the initial control
adaptation phase 0 < t < 0.1 s, the transient control inputs during the later step-wise
changes in disturbance and mass were small and likely to be a more realistically achievable
actuation demand.
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Figure 2. The time profile of p, q and r. Note the very small disturbance to the rotational rates
when the mass of the vehicle changed at t = 4. The large initial transient was due to the adaptive
parameters converging.
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Figure 3. The time profile of ϕ, θ, and ψ. Since the disturbance profile comprises sinusoids acting
symmetrically on the attitude rates, this manifested as a change in attitude.
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Figure 4. Profile of x, y, and z translational states. Due to the very rapid adaptation of all three control
design strategies, there was a negligible effect on position.
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Figure 5. Time profile of the control inputs u and τ. After the initial transient, the proposed method
produced a smooth signal similar to the CLATC methods, but with lower total control effort during
the piecewise step changes in the disturbance and mass.
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Figure 6. Profile of the tracking error trajectories of positional and rotational states. A steady state
offset was manifested in the vertical z position.

Figure 7. Profile of x, y, and z in 3D showing the desired trajectory.

The tracking performance of all states is visualized in Figures 6 and 7. Similarly to the
control demands, there was a very large transient behavior during the initial adaptation
phase. The transnational z errors indicated the stability of the new control scheme, but
steady-state errors were manifested and increased in magnitude at the change in mass at
t = 4 s.

Figures 8–11 show the time progression of the adaptive control law states in (25)
and (33). There were distinct transitions as the adaptation laws updated their values
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in response to the changing uncertain parameters. In most segments of the simulation,
the state appeared to converge to steady values, but note that, as stated in Section 3, the
tracking control stability was guaranteed, even if the internal state of adaptation laws did
not converge to the actual value of the unknown parameter.
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Figure 8. Although the estimated mass m̂ was initially unknown, it quickly converged to near the
correct values of 2.33 kg (Table 1 and 3.5 kg after the 50% increase).
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Figure 11. Profile of ŵ3.

To quantitatively compare and assess the performance of the various controllers, we
computed the fitness of the UAV motions using the formula:

fitness of ι(%) = 100
(

1 − ∥ιd − ι∥
∥ι − E(ι)∥

)
, (38)
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where ι represents each state of the dynamic model of the UAV (with payload) and ιd is the
desired trajectory. The mean value of (ι) over a defined time segment is denoted by E(ι).

The fitness of the steady-state trajectories calculated from t = 2 s to t = 6 s can be
seen in Table 2. The simulation results showed that our proposed control had a better
performance in maintaining UAV motions with fully unknown parameters. It is worth
noting that some chattering issues became apparent when employing ASMC, particularly
during the initial settling phase, as depicted in Figure 2. This common issue is a well-
known limitation of SMC methods, where abrupt control inputs can lead to oscillations
and instability.

Furthermore, CLATC approach had a notable weakness in addressing time-varying
mass, as discussed in [34]. This is because CLATC relies on an initial fixed mass value rather
than estimating the mass through an adaptive law. Consequently, if the initial mass estimate
substantially deviates from the actual mass, the performance of the translational controller
may suffer. Additionally, CLATC lacks an adaptive control component to effectively handle
external disturbances, further highlighting its limitations in addressing real-world scenarios
where disturbances are prevalent.

Table 2. The fitness of translational and attitude states of the UAV.

Variable CLATC ASMC Our Method

p 99.2716% 97.2657% 99.9223%
q 90.4057% 90.3576% 99.2270%
r 92.9030% 89.5838% 99.3781%
ϕ 98.8907% 97.5545% 98.5617%
θ 99.8651% 99.6649% 99.9276%
x 99.9659% 99.9725% 99.9973%
y 99.9450% 99.6831% 99.9962%
z 93.2952% 99.3774% 99.4648%

average 96.8178% 96.6824% 99.5594%

An additional comparison metric was based on the total control efforts, as can be seen
in Table 3. The control efforts were calculated as the time integral of the square of the
control signals. Our method reduced the total control efforts to maintain UAV motions
when compared to the other methods. The total thrust effort for CLATC was less than
our method, which can be attributed to the insufficient control input used to handle the
time-varying mass. This is why CLATC had the worst performance in controlling the
translational motions compared to ASMC and our proposed controller.

Table 3. The torque efforts of the controller.

Variable CLATC ASMC Our Method

total effort of u 55.7138 2.4230 × 103 106.9775
total effort of τp 17.2888 2.4419 × 105 9.8360
total effort of τq 8.1215 × 103 4.9736 × 105 7.7383 × 103

total effort of τr 1.1879 × 104 1.6565 × 105 1.4615 × 104

5. Conclusions and Directions for Future Work

This article presents a new adaptive tracking control strategy for a 6-DOF of quadrotor
type UAV with fully uncertain mass and inertial parameters. The inertial position tracking
control was designed using a classical PD method and augmented with an additional
adaptive controller designed to compute the total thrust for tracking control design, to
robustly handle the presence of unknown time-varying mass caused by changes in the
UAV payload. The tracking control problem for rotational motions was solved with a
proposed new adaptive scheme. A rigorous stability analysis proved the proposed method
can robustly control a UAV with fully unknown parameters along a tracking trajectory. The
performance of the controller was demonstrated with several simulations and compared
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against other methods, with similar performance observed. One direction for future work is
extending the proposed control design to more general time-varying unknown parameters,
i.e., mass and inertia parameters. As a result, we need to generalize the current asymptotic
stability proof for a more general time-varying payload UAV. In addition, considering
more constraints in the design such as actuator saturation and obstacles would enhance
the performance of the designed algorithm. Another future work could include expanding
this design framework for multiple UAVs and validation via experimental applications.
The communication between neighboring UAVs in this case would couple the effect of
uncertainties through the Laplacian graph, which adds another layer of complexity to the
whole problem.
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